
Trick or Treat Hints Files
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Toothy’s Trivia
1. Answer Toothy’s trivia questions and write down the letter answers you get.

2. You will use the letter answers with the Get Spooky and Projector puzzles.



Get Spooky Poster/Film Projector

1. You will need to have solved Toothy’s Trivia before you can do this puzzle.

2. Use the letters you got from Toothy’s Trivia and start at the B labeled “start.” The

move to the next letter. Keep doing this, and you will create a pattern. You will

get 13 spots, including the start and finish.

3. Now match the grid of letters from the Get Spooky poster to the grid of letters

from the projector.



Perforated Puzzle
1. Tear out the sixteen perforated squares.

2. Put the pieces together like a puzzle with the spider in the center. The other

items will be above, below, and to the right and le� of the spider.



Witch Way?
1. You will need to have solved the perforated spider puzzle before you can do this

puzzle.

2. Once you see what direction the pumpkin, candy, sucker, and candy corn are in in

relation to the spider, you will move one space in that direction for each item

listed on the Witch’s card. Start at the spider.

3. You will create two letters to get a word.



Psycho’s Cipher
1. The key for translating Psycho’s Cipher is “Grey to Red.” Look at the name on the

front of the card.

2. You are translating the H to a C. Write out the alphabet, then write a new

alphabet under it with the C under the H, D  under the I, and so on. Wrap back

around to complete the alphabet.

3. The message will start with “Le�…”



Nurses Notes
1. Use the syringe pen with the Nurse’s Notes.

2. Place the starting mark from the pen on the red dot and rotate around to see

what letters are 1 measurement away from the red dot. Then do the same for 3

and so on. Some numbers will get you more than one letter. You will need to

choose the letters that make the most sense to complete the message.

3. The message you get will have two words.



Mr. Drac Man/Prize Wall
1. Creepy Crawley and Siren give you the values for the cross and blood drops.

2. Find the total for all of the icons.

3. The number you get will match with one of the prizes.



Pumpkin Carving Contest
1. You will need to complete Toothy’s Trivia, Witch Way, Psycho’s Cipher, Nurse’s

Notes, and Mr. Drac Man before you can do this puzzle.

2. Use the instructions and directions you got from the puzzles previously

mentioned to find the pumpkin you will land on.

3. Use the back of the “WTVF is Haunted” paper for the order you will follow in

applying the directions.



Who Should You Question?
1. You will need to have solved the pumpkin carving puzzle before you can do this.

2. Use the last name of the person whose pumpkin you land on.



Chess Board

1. Take note of the orientation of the letters written on the chess board and the

numbers on the outside edges.

2. If you rotate the board so you are looking at the number 1 in the correct

orientation, what letters are oriented correctly?

3. Going in order from 1 to 4, note down the letters. The message starts with

"Just..."



Clock
1. The Hyde Family photo and the clock will go together.

2. Take a look at the back of the photo. Fold the two edges of the photo back

together, and the numbers form times.

3. Use the times in the order shown to select the correct letter on the clock face.

Example: 10:02 would give you the letters T(for the hour of 10) and H(for the

minute of two. The message starts with "There..."



Symbols & Letters
1. You will use three things together to solve this puzzle: the sheet of letters and

symbols, the sheet of symbols in rectangular cards, and the family crest.

2. The symbols on the crest match the symbols on the rectangular cards. Pay

attention to the first rectangular card. It shows arrows going from the crest

symbols to new symbols shown on the other paper. There is an outline of the

crest on the paper of symbols and letters. Place the crest over this.

3. Line up the symbols on the family crest with the ones noted on the card and take

the letter the bottom of the crest points to. The first letter you will get is "A."



Mirror

1. Watch the video of the lights on the mirror blinking.

2. There is an arrow drawn to one light with the letter "A." If you count the lights,

you have 26 total.

3. Each light corresponds to a letter in the alphabet. The message starts with

"The..."



Symbol Grid
1. You must complete all of the other puzzles in this section before attempting this.

2. Each puzzle you have completed gives you a different Halloween-related item.

I.e. Spider, bats, etc.

3. If you color in the four symbols you are given (spider, bat, ghost, and skull), you

will reveal a hidden message.



Attic Door
1. You must complete the symbol grid before attempting this.

2. Use the numbers given from the symbol grid to open the attic lock.



Secret Bradbury Wanted You To

Find?
1. You must gain access to the attic before attempting this.

2. In the attic, you find a body with a name tag that is missing a cufflink.

3. Use the name from the name tag and who at the party had the matching cufflink.



Colored Letters
1. The wall safe has a paint splatter and some lines painted on it. They are both

orange. The same orange is among the letters painted onto the canvas.

2. If you just read the orange letters, you will reveal a message.

3. The message starts with “Pairs…”



Wall Safe
1. You must solve the painted letter puzzle before attempting this.

2. The message from the painted letters “Pairs of eyes, Zombies, Ghosts, Bats” is

used to open the safe. Count the pairs of eyes, and the number of zombies,

ghosts, and bats.

3. There are 16 pairs of eyes, 8 zombies, 8 ghosts, and 4 bats.



Solved all the Puzzles?

1. You must gain access to the wall safe before attempting this.

2. In the safe, you find a newspaper article with a message written on it.

3. Use the message written to get the three words you need.


